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Robert's Rules of Order has long been the standard guide to parliamentary procedure, but many

readers find the manual too daunting and complex to utilize its full potential. Â In Notes and

Comments on "Robert's Rules," Fourth Edition, authors Jim Slaughter, Gaut Ragsdale, and Jon

Ericson skillfully guide users through the intricacies of the latest edition of Robert's Rules,

transforming the often intimidating parliamentary guidebook into an easy-to-use tool.Â  A

reader-friendly question-and-answer format provides immediate solutions to problems that arise

during meetings, and a card featuring simplified charts of parliamentary motions is available for

quick reference.An essential volume for members of nonprofits, volunteer associations, unions,

condo and homeowner associations, student organizations, and government bodies, Notes and

Comments on "Robert's Rules" makes parliamentary procedure accessible to meeting participants

as never before. Each section of this authoritative, straightforward guide is designed to empower

participants with the confidence and knowledge necessary to navigate any meeting, large or small,

with the utmost efficiency. Notes and Comments on Robert's Rules, Fourth Edition received the

2013 Phifer Award from theÂ Commission on American Parliamentary Practice, an affiliate of

theÂ National Communication Association.
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â€œFor anyone who has felt hog-tied and browbeat by parliamentary procedures (or

parliamentarians), I second the motion to get this book. Â Ericson, Slaughter and Ragsdale turn the

mystery of Robertâ€™s Rules into plain English.Â Notes and Comments on Robertâ€™s Rules,



Fourth Edition is crisply organized, accessible to the novice and invaluable to the

practiced.â€•â€”Dennis Van Roekel, President, National Education Associationâ€œYou may own a

copy of Robertâ€™s Rules.Â You may have even read it.Â But to truly understand Robertâ€™s, you

need Notes and Comments on Robertâ€™s Rules, Fourth Edition.â€•â€”Rich Trumka, President,

AFL-CIO

Jim Slaughter is an attorney, a certified professional parliamentarian-teacher, a professional

registered parliamentarian, and past president of the American College of Parliamentary Lawyers.

He is a partner in the North Carolina law firm of Rossabi Black Slaughter, PA.Â  Â Â Â Â Â Â  Gaut

Ragsdale, a certified professional parliamentarian-teacher and a registered parliamentarian, is a

professor at Northern Kentucky University and associate dean of the College of Informatics. Â Jon

Ericson, the Ellis and Nelle Levitt Professor of Rhetoric and Communication Studies emeritus and a

former Provost at Drake University, is the original author of Notes and Comments on Robert's

Rules.

Excellent book for those who know Roberts Rules and for those who don't. This book and Roberts

Rules of Order In Brief are excellent for the beginner and a great reference for those who want to

run efficient meetings. For the more experienced parliamentarian, Slaughter brings some excellent

insight into the rules and separates the necessary from the chaff in an enjoyable easy to read form.

There simply are not enough good books written on Roberts Rules and not enough good

parliamentarians to appreciate them.I love this book. It brings Slaughter's extensive experience to

me.

The updated, Notes and Comments on Robert's Rules, Fourth Edition, highlights changes in

Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised published in 2011. Thanks good ness for experts like these

fine parliamentarians for sorting through this substantial job.Slaughter, Ragsdale and Ericson are

each superb parliamentarians. Their work in Notes and Comments on Robert's Rules, Fourth

Edition helps all of us who routinely use Roberts Rules.This book is critical reading for all of us who

own a copy of Robert's Rules but need help ascertaining changes in Robert's from earlier versions.

It is written in plain English and is readily understandable.I highly recommend reading, highlighting

and referring to Notes and Comments on Robert's Rules, Fourth Edition.

Who knew that Robert's Rules of Order could be so simple? The book makes a normally complex



system understandable by using the question and answer technique to explain Robert's Rules of

Order. The authors have done an amazing job of clarifying the procedures and changes (and the

misconceptions) of Robert's Rules by using straightforward explanations, examples, and humor.

Whether you attend or run meetings that use Robert's Rules, you will benefit from this easy guide.

The chart at the end showing parliamentary motions is excellent as a quick reference. I believe Brig.

Gen. Henry Martyn Robert would be proud!

This reference is great to have - gives a fuller perspective on procedure without putting the reader to

sleep.

Mr. Slaughter offers an excellent treatment of the subject matter. Designed to be read by the eager

student of parliamentary law, his style fulfills his mission. Thanks, Jim, for a great work.

I've been one of the parliamentarians of our church denomination for years, and know Roberts' and

our house rules pretty well. Learned a few things from these notes and comments, however. Very

easy to use, and indexed very well to RONR 11th Ed.

If you are a serious parliamentarian, then you must read this book. It captures some of the

reasonings and positions of the authorship as to why some rules are the way they are. My hat is off

to Jim and Jon for updating this book in the fourth edition...

I always enjoy reading Jim's books. He's the one author of Robert's Rules that doesn't put me to

sleep!!!! The books are most valuable in leading meetings and working with homeowner

associaitons.Thank you, Jim, for taking the time to share your knowledge this way.
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